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LAMPS WG Agenda

Monday, 13 November 2017 at 11:00-12:00

0) Minute Taker, Jabber Scribe, Bluesheets
1) Agenda Bash
2) Issues regarding documents that have been sent to the IESG
   a) draft-ietf-lamps-rfc5280-i18n-update (Jim)
   b) draft-ietf-lamps-eai-addresses (Alexey and Wei)
   c) draft-ietf-lamps-rfc5750-bis (Jim)
   d) draft-ietf-lamps-rfc5751-bis (Jim)
3) Next work items
   a) rfc6844bis (Phillip)
   b) Adding SHAKE to PKIX and CMS (Quynh and Panos)
4) Wrap Up